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ABOUT DENISE

DENISE HATZIDAKIS
 

CHIEF 
TECHNOLOGY OFFICER 

ChenTech

PERSONAL SLOGAN: “SING LIKE NO ONE IS LISTENING, DANCE LIKE NO ONE IS WATCHING, AND LOVE LIKE YOU’VE NEVER 
BEEN HURT .... LIFE ISN’T ABOUT WAITING FOR THE STORM TO PASS, IT’S ABOUT LEARNING TO DANCE IN THE RAIN...  

YESTERDAY IS HISTORY, TODAY IS A MYSTERY, TOMORROW IS A GIFT, SO LIVE IN THE PRESENT.”
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With more than 20 years in technology as a developer, architect, and leader, 
Denise Hatzidakis’s unique background combines an entrepreneurial instinct, 
in-depth technical skill, enterprise experience (IBM, Deutsche Bank, Premier 
Healthcare), and a strong reputation for developing, leading, and motivating 
cross-functional teams at all levels. Denise is also a proven senior technology 
leader recognized for establishing technical vision. She has a solid record of 
delivering complex, high risk, innovative projects. An accomplished IT Executive 
and decisive leader of strategic technical initiatives, Denise is uniquely 
qualified to interface with business and technology; developing software 
roadmaps and leading implementations to ensure IT investments provide a 
return on investment. 

MADISON, WI
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WHAT OTHERS HAVE TO SAY

“Her knowledge and vision helped define what professional software development should 
look like. Denise is a great collaborator and I thoroughly enjoyed working with her.”

“Denise has an impressive breadth and depth of technical expertise across all aspects 
of enterprise IT from requirements to architecture to design to SDLC and production 
delivery across those technologies and more. Denise is a pleasure to work with given her 
strong communication skills; the ability and willingness to address challenges; integrity; 
professionalism; and a good sense of humor.”

“Denise is a hands-on leader with an amazing ability to keep all the balls in the air 
on dozens of projects at once—all while staying ten steps ahead on the next several 
initiatives. She’s a brilliant strategic thinker, an effective communicator, and a proactive 
motivator of people.”

“I’ve always felt that Denise looked to empower the individuals around her by providing 
opportunity for all to contribute their ideas, their skills, and their experience to the 
collective direction, all while still making sure the ship doesn’t veer off course.”

KYRA


